
Don’t Get Gotcha’d
Regulatory and Compliance Best Practices for Distributing 

Craft Breweries
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Purpose of this presentation is to provide a general guideline for breweries when they are looking to expand their sales into new markets. There are a lot of arcane or obscure rules that could impede a brewery’s development and so it’s a good idea to have a general understanding of what is allowed, what isn’t, what’s required of you, and ways these regulations can otherwise get in your way. Obviously, this is a huge area of operations for even limited-sized brewery, affecting all manner of rules and requirements. But it is the intent of this presentation to allow you to know what might be out there and be able to ask more forthright questions when the moment comes.
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Sovos ShipCompliant is a leading provider of automated support for breweries managing their three-tier interstate distribution compliance needs, including license management, product registration, and follow-up reporting.



Disclaimer

The content of this presentation is provided for informational purposes only 
and should not be used as legal advice. If you do have any questions or 

concerns regarding your personal legal liability or obligations, you should consult 
with your personal legal adviser and follow their specific legal advice.
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This presentation will involve a wide number of complex and potentially fraught legal areas. It is always critical to get firsthand and expert advice on these issues when they crop up. This presentation can be taken as general guidance on what’s out there, but if you’re facing a legal challenge or notice from a state on anything, you do need to bring in your personal legal advisor to get you through the moment.



Agenda • What is “Compliance”?
• Know the Rules for 

Distribution
• Consequences of Non-

Compliance 
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Our general agenda. Most of the presentation will focus on an overview of the rules that go into selling and distributing beer, but it’s good to start with a general understanding of why these rules exist. As to that . . .



What Is Regulatory Compliance?

Following the Rules of the Road

• Alcohol is a highly regulated market
• Lots of rules on who can sell and how
• Can get very complicated

• “50 Shades of Booze”
• Each state has its own rules
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We all have a general understanding that there are rules out there, developed by legislators and regulators to help guide and develop our society. We can think of some common rules out there, like speed limits and other traffic rules. Alcohol is no different – except maybe in the specific application of alcohol-only rules. Similarly, we can think of some ready alcohol-only rules, like not selling to people under age 21 or, where present, restrictions on Sunday Sales and Happy Hours. However, alcohol rules get very much more arcane and complex, including many things we’ll talk about today. Added to this complexity is the application of the 21st Amendment, which along with repealing Prohibition, set up a federal system under which each state can establish its own individual rules for the sale, production, transportation, and consumption of alcohol within their borders. This means that when you do any of these activities in a state, you have to follow that state’s laws – and that states can enforce these rules on out-of-state businesses engaging in these activities in that state. This is different than pretty much any other product sold today, wherein states cannot impose restrictions on out of state businesses. A clear example of this, which we’ll talk about a little more later on, is the direct-to-consumer shipping of alcohol; when it comes to socks and shirts, it would be completely unconstitutional for, say, Utah to prohibit online sales of these products. This is not the case with alcohol, where Utah can legally restrict sales of beer online.This also means that when you are starting to sell your beer across state borders, there’s a whole new set of laws that will apply that you will need to follow, which just adds to the complexity of interstate distributions. And this then is an area where a lot of developing breweries can get caught, if they assume what they can do in their home state automatically translates into permissible activity in new states.



Why Does Compliance Matter?

Failure to Follow the Rules has Consequences

• Fines and monetary penalties
• Temporary or permanent loss of license

• Requires you stop operations
• Can prevent future licensing
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But why does this really matter? Well, just like with other laws, there are penalties and consequences for violating the rules. If you speed, you’ll get a ticket; if you steal, you’ll go to jail. Similarly, there are penalties for violating alcohol laws. Generally, these are monetary penalties, but other consequences are out there, in particular the loss of license. Now, these penalties aren’t to be ignored. Fines in the hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars are not unheard of; while such penalties are more often reserved for bigger players, a hefty fine could bankrupt a growing brewery. And loss of license is extremely impactful. If you lose a license, you’ll lose all permissions associated with that license; if it’s a distribution license, you’ll be unable to sell in that state anymore. Losses of licenses can compound on each other. If you have a history of violations and losing licenses in other states, that could be reason for you home state to take away your production license. And if you lose a production license, that means you’ll have to close down all operations. That history will also severely restrict your ability to get future licenses (it will reflect poorly on your background checks). So while these penalties may not have the vigor of jail time, they could easily lead to a premature exit for you from the beer industry if your not careful.



What to Know 
When Distributing 

Beer?
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So now that we have a sense of why rules matter, let’s look more specifically at what’s out there and what you need to know.



Selling in Your Home State

Craft Brewers Can Do A Lot Locally

• On-premises sales and sampling
• Relaxed tied-house rules

• Self-distribution to local stores
• Ownership in restaurants and tap rooms
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Now, as I said, things are generally different in your home state. Every state now has rules that enable easier sales for in-state breweries. These kind of permission have really been the bedrock of the modern craft beer industry, but as set up, they almost always only apply to local, home-state sales. These include such permissions as setting up tasting rooms at your production facility, self-distribution to local retailers and restaurants, giving samples away at your tasting room, and selling beer to go from your tasting room (though each state has its own set of permissions). These permissions have been a compromise that states have agreed to in order to support local small businesses. But the key words there are “small” and “local”. There are generally size restrictions that apply, meaning if you get too big, maybe you can’t self-distribute anymore. And states will not grant these permissions to out of state-breweries. Instead, when you begin selling across state borders, you’ll be required to operate entirely within that state’s three-tier system.



Interstate Distributions

Most In-State Permissions Are Not Available 

• Need to work in each state’s three-tier system
• ProducerDistributorRetailersConsumer
• Self-distribution (mostly) not allowed
• Samples must be made through distributors

• Applies even to incidental sales and events
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So let’s talk a little about what that means. As you may know, the three-tier system, as it’s called, is how most states have set up their alcohol markets. This involves three clearly delineated sets of businesses who are restricted by law in how they can interact. Under this system, you as the top-tier producer, are required to sell only to distributors in a state; similarly, distributors are required to sell only to local retailers; and it is only from these retailers, like restaurants/bars and package stores, where consumers can get beer that comes from an out-of-state source.Again, those permissions  that you enjoy in your home state, like self-distribution and giving away samples, are almost never available. (I say “almost” because as with everything, there are exceptions – for instance, you can get self-distribution permissions in Washington and Montana. But these are rare exceptions.)This requirement, to sell through the three-tier system, even applies to incidental sales or attending events. So if you are going to attend a beer festival in a different state, you may very likely have to get a license, register your brands, and get them to the festival through an in-state distributor. Some states are amending these restrictions (for instance Colorado recently liberalized festival rules to help support GABF), but again that is an exception to the rule.



• Set-up: licensing, product 
registration

• Implementation: 
distribution rules, franchise 
restrictions

• Follow-up: reporting, taxes

State Laws Rhyme, 
but Don’t Repeat
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So when you’re selling into a new state, where do you look for the rules? As mentioned before, each state sets up its own alcohol rules, and each state has its own government organization that enforces these rules. These departments, from the California ABC to the New York State Liquor Administration to the Michigan Liquor Control Commission, are where you should look for immediate guidance and lists of rules. These departments are also where you’ll go to manage all of the various compliance requirements you’ll need to abide to.This is a good time to remind you again that, while many of these rules and requirements can be handled by anyone – at least anyone with a keen mind and an eye for detail – it is advisable to consult with local legal experts who can help guide through particularities and weirdnesses in a given state. If you find these requirements complex, confusing, or just annoying, there are absolutely consultants, attorneys, and services that can help you manage your state-by-state compliance need.Now, there is a lot of commonality among states’ rules. They follow a similar pattern, from set-up to implantation of sales to following-up on your sales. But no two set of state laws are exactly the same. So, once you get a handle of one state, you’ll need to learn the particularities of each other state you enter. But these are the rules that I’m here to talk through, so let’s dig into the details.



Getting Licensed

Licenses Are Required to Sell/Distribute Beer

• Separate licenses needed for each state you sell into
• Selling without a license is a very obvious violation
• Licensing can be costly and time-consuming

• Know the best states to sell into
• Keep good records so you have information on hand
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Now the beginning step for distributing into any state is getting licensed. It’s essentially the ur-rule in beverage alcohol regulation that, in order to do anything, you need an appropriate license. That is why you need your TTB issued Brewer’s Notice and a production license from your home state. Those licenses set out specific activities that you are enabled to do, and a (probably longer) list of proscribed activities that you are not allowed to do. For instance, with your Brewer’s Notice, you can make malt beverages, but you cannot make wine or spirits – you’d need a different license in order to do that. Similarly, almost every state has a license that they require out of state suppliers of beer to acquire before the supplier can distribute their beer into the state. For every state that you want to distribute in, that’s a new license you need to acquire. As I said, licensing is pretty much the beginning of all alcohol laws, so if you’re selling into a state without a license that is a very clear and obvious violation, and one that a state will enforce very strictly. And a state is unlikely to excuse that violation easily, meaning they could make it difficult for you to get a license in that state going forward, if you decided to bit the bullet and start selling their in compliance with the state’s laws. It is also important to understand the licensing requirements so you can get ahead of managing this process. While getting an out-of-state supplier’s license is not the most complex process, it can still be rather difficult and costly, and requires providing a state with a lot of personal and corporate information. So knowing what you’ll need to do to meet a licensing requirement and beginning that process early can mean you start selling there, and enjoying that market, much sooner than later.



Licensing Gotchas

Not All Licenses Are Created Equal

• Make sure you get the right license!
• Get licenses that permit selling of beer to distributors

• What’s with Alaska and D.C.?
• No license needed!

• What’s with New York and New Jersey?
• No out-of-state suppliers license available!
• Can only operate as in-state distributor . . . .
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Now, how might you get caught up with licenses?A big one is making sure you’re getting the right license. Every state calls their supplier licenses something different, and it can be very easy to accidently use the wrong form or check the wrong box and get sent down an unhelpful rabbit hole. So make sure you’re reviewing the state to see what’s the appropriate license for out-of-state businesses and what permits the sale of beer to in-state distributors.Similarly, you may not see an available license. Alaska and D.C. do not require you to have a license to sell to local distributors – you still need to abide by their three-tier systems, but you can engage with distributors without a license. Florida also does not have a specific license, though you do need to still register with the state as the Primary American Source of your brand/labels.And then a couple more weird states: New York and New Jersey do not have an out-of-state supplier license. Instead, the only available license in these states is to become an in-state distributor, which can be very complex and costly (mostly because it requires having a business head quarters in the state). So in order to sell to these states, you essentially need to contract with a New York or New Jersey distributor outside of those states, and set them up as an authorized dealer of your beer in those states. This can be tricky, so again, this is an area where I’d recommend working with an expert in beer distribution in these states so you know how best to operate there. (New York does have a “Negotiator’s Permit” that allows you to talk to New York distributors, but the end result of them becoming authorized dealers, is essentially the same.)



Product Registrations

All Interstate Sales of Beer Require a COLA

• What’s a COLA?
• Certificate of Label Approval, issued by TTB
• Not required if only selling in home state

• How to get a COLA?
• Apply through TTB
• Review for required/prohibited label information
• Free to apply, but takes a couple weeks
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A key area that many small and growing breweries can overlook is Registrations. These begin at the Federal level, with getting a COLA from the TTB. (COLA stands for a Certificate of Label Approval.) Now, many small breweries may be completely unaware of this requirement, as COLAs are not required for sales of beer that are made solely within the borders of the state where the beer was produced. So if you’re just selling from your tap room, it’s very likely you don’t have any COLAs. But once you start selling across state borders, that becomes an interstate sale, under which federal labeling rules kick in. And so, once you determine which brand/labels you want to sell interstate, it is critical to go to the TTB and get your approved label certificates.The process is fairly straightforward and can be done entirely online through COLAs Online. It’s free to register a brand/label, though it can take a few weeks to accomplish. The TTB will thoroughly vet your labels for all required and prohibited information, and send it back for correction if they see anything out of place. The TTB has reported that only around 50-60 labels are approved on the first round, so, you should take time to properly review your labels for submitting them. Because, if you do need to correct anything, that will involve going back to the back of the line, adding another few weeks to the process. If you’re under a time crunch on going to market for a particular brand, getting stymied by the TTB can be very bothersome.



Product Registrations

Most States Require Separate Product Registration

• States review products being sold in the state
• Check what is on store shelves
• Check on what distributors are selling
• Important to know who supplier is

• Don’t forget Price Posting
• States use price lists to police fair dealing
• Require advance notice when changing prices
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In addition to the federal registration, almost every state has its own separate product registration requirement. Generally, this is not the thorough review of allowable label information, but more a process by which the state can log and track the individual products being sold in its stores. So when an enforcement agent goes into a store, they can walk down the aisle and see which products were brought into the state properly and have a record of who’s the supplier behind that product. Similarly they’ll review the distributor to again check that they are selling in accordance with their allowed sales.A ancillary part of product registrations is Price Posting. This is a process by which you’ll inform state regulators of the price of your products being sold there. This is designed to enable the state’s laws on fair dealing, to make sure you’re not privileging one distributor over another, or similar restrictions. Where present, these Price Posting rules require you to give the state warning of changing prices and can restrict when a price change becomes effective (e.g. needing to fill a new price list in May for a price change that will become effective July 1). It is very important to know about these Price Posting rules, as they can severely hamper your business plans if you fail to give states and distributors the necessary notice, forcing you to continue selling at the original price for much longer than you intended.



Product Gotchas

Don’t Get Hung Up By Registrations

• Get ahead of COLA approvals
• Read the BAM!
• https://www.ttb.gov/beer/beverage-alcohol-manual

• Know what each state requires
• Some are free and easy – others expensive and complex
• Make sure to include all supporting documentation
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Now where are the gotchas in product registrations? They mostly lie in what is required in the registration process. For instance, the TTB sends so many labels back for correction because there is a lot of information that must be included – and included in a very specific format – on the label; this is in addition to all the information that you can’t put on a label (such as health claims or references to other controlled substances). Having to submit a COLA application for corrections can add weeks to the go-to-market process, making this an area where a slight slip up can get costly. To avoid that, it’s critical to have a clear understanding of what is required and what is prohibited on your labels. Thankfully, the TTB has created a very handy document, which they call the BAM (or Beer Beverage Alcohol Manual), which goes through the particularities of beer labels. I highly recommend downloading the BAM and reviewing when you’re designing your labels.Similarly, every state has its own particular rules on registering brand/labels. Some states are rather easy, basically just requiring sending them a copy of your COLA. Other states are very complex, and will do their own multi-week review of your labels, and require the submission of all manner of supporting documents, such as distributor territory assignments, authorization notices, and laboratory analyses. There are a few states that even have discrepant laws on what is and what is not allowable on a beer label – for instance, Mississippi requires a statement of alcoholic content for beer, whereas Washington prohibits such statements (the federal government is agnostic, neither requiring nor prohibiting them – though if you do include such a statement, it must be formatted properly).Knowing what the rules and requirements for each individual state you deal in is critical, as otherwise you won’t be able to sell that product there, or you’ll be severely delayed in your go to market strategy. Again, forewarned is forearmed. 

https://www.ttb.gov/beer/beverage-alcohol-manual


Distributor Relationships

Critical to Have Good Distributor Arrangements

• (Almost) always required to sell through a distributor
• Distributors are your connection to that state

• Brand ambassadors
• Partners in compliance

• Bad distributor arrangements can be ruinous
• Make sure you have a good contract!
• Set out clear conditions and expectations
• Review any agreement provided by a distributor
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In the previous slide, I alluded to distributor agreements and what’s required there. Now, there are a lot of regulations on what you’re required to inform the state about and how to do that. But distributor arrangements are so much more than just the laws in a state. These are extremely critical to enabling a successful interstate sales system. Because you’re almost always required to work with distributors, it’s critical to have a good relationship with them. They are your clearest means of accessing a given state, and will act as your brand ambassador there, advertising you to retailers and, if allowed, engaging with consumers to build your reputation. This can be critical as when you sell interstate you can’t necessarily rely on your “local” or “craft” cache to catch eyes. Instead you need your distributors to be your champion.But that is not always (or necessarily often) possible. Yours are not the only products your distributor will be selling, and so it’s definitely possible you’ll get lost in their mix. So, while you should research out and find the best distributors in a state (assuming there are lots of available options) and do what you can to support them and help them sell your products, it’s also critical to have a solid, clear agreement set out in your contract with them. This means setting out clear and trackable expectations for them. Be clear and upfront about what you expect from them and get that down in writing. Often enough a distributor will give a small brewery a boiler plate contract. But it is never advisable to just sign whatever they hand you. Always review it so you can make sure you can get a sense of what that relationship will be like and you don’t get trapped in a bad deal. Honestly, it’s probably better to just not sell in a state rather than accept a terrible distributor agreement as getting out of a bad contract can get very costly.This is an area where you absolutely should work with an attorney with experience in beer distribution. Even a good general practice attorney may not understand all the nuances and complexities that go into a beer distribution agreement, so go with someone who definitely knows what they’re talking about.



Distributor Relationships

States Require Provision of Distributor Agreements 

• Many states have extensive Distributor laws
• Can restrict to one distributor per state or brand
• Often require established authorized territories

• Know geographic boundaries
• States police these agreements
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Once you have a distributor agreement set out – including a clear set of measurable expectations – you may need to provide these agreements to the state government. A big requirement here is providing details on authorized distribution territories. Many – though far from all – states set out restrictions on where and how your distributor arrangements may operate. These are often in the form of distributor restrictions, such as restricting you to working with only one distributor in the entire state, or they can be less onerous and just apply a one-distributor per brand or one-distributor in a given territory restriction. However, these agreements will need to be documented and likely shared with the state so they can police them (they are often shared during the licensing or brand/label registration process). It is also important to understand and recognize these restrictions when setting up your distributor agreements to begin with. If you’re selling into a state that requires you to use only a single distributor across the state, you need to know that you will be stuck with whatever distributor you contract with and under the terms of that contract.



Franchise Rules

Franchise Rules Are Complex and Fraught 

• Franchise rules restrict your contracts with distributors
• Can limit authorized territories, limits number of distributors
• Can prevent changes to contracts
• Can require proof of cause to change or terminate contract

• These laws supersede your contracts!
• Consult with an attorney when contracting!
• Make sure you do not get stuck in a bad deal
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Now all of these distributor restrictions fall under a banner of laws that are called “Franchise Laws” (if you ever get the opportunity, talk to Marc Sorini about their history and how the term “franchise laws” is really a misnomer; this might be me reflecting a level of lawyer nerdiness, but his presentations on franchise rules are really interesting). These franchise laws are what sets out restrictions on the number of distributors you can work with, the territorial boundaries they can operate in, the number of brands they can sell, etc. However, they are also so much more powerful and restricting than that. Ultimately, their greatest power is in that they create very real and restrictive limitations on your ability to freely contract with distributors. They establish rules on when and how you can amend your contracts, and even more so, they can prevent you from terminating contracts except in extreme conditions. They will set out specific lists of what constitutes good faith dealing in the state. This means that even if you feel you have a fair grievance against your distributor, that grievance may not be within the parameters set by the state meaning you actually have no case. But even if you do have a grievance that meets the state’s definition, you will may be required to provide clear, documented cases of mismanagement and poor dealing by your distributor if you want to terminate an agreement. And even then, you will likely be required to provide time to fix the issues, which then must be followed up with further documented proof that a distributor is failing to act in good faith. Under these rules, then, a complaint against a distributor can drag out for months and months and result in no relief for you. You can be stuck then with a do-nothing distributor who you’re forced to continue selling to despite their utter lack in effort in selling your products. As a final resort, the distributor could force you to pay them off in order to mutually sever the agreement.As said, these rules can get very complex and result in extreme hardship for you. This is why it’s so critical to work with an experience alcohol attorney when setting up your distributor agreements. They will help you set out clear guidelines on what, for you, constitutes good faith dealing and make sure that your guidelines are in accordance with state laws. Even a good general practice attorney may not know about these restrictions (they are very far afield of normal contract laws), which can result in you getting stuck in a bad deal seemingly forever.There is a lot more to talk about franchise laws, but unfortunately we are limited for time today. So if nothing else form today, take away an understanding that these rules exist and that they can be the bane of your distribution experience if you get caught by them. So work with an experienced attorney to avoid the pitfalls that various states’ franchise rules present.



Distribution Gotchas

Distribution Regulations Go Beyond Agreements

• Come to rest laws
• Many states require sales to go to distributor warehouses
• From 24 hour resting to “bump the dock”

• Samples
• Know when and how to provide samples to retailers
• May need to go through distributor or in-state rep
• Report and pay taxes!
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And even after all that, distributing presents some more gotchas. These are generally rules that your distributor should be aware of and can help guide you on. But as with everything today, it’s good to know what’s out there so you can track them yourself and get ahead of the compliance gotchas.The two big ones to know about are Come to Rest laws, and sampling restrictions.Come to Rest laws limit your delivery schedule. They will require you to actually bring your products to your distributors’ warehouses before they can be delivered onto retailers. These range from laws that actually require the beer to be unloaded and sit in the warehouse for a period of time to mere “bump the dock” laws, where the beer doesn’t need to be unloaded but must at least make an appearance at the distributor’s warehouse before being shipped on. Your distributors can be affected by these rules, so again, they should be able to help you guide them, but just know if they’re there so you can account for them in your delivery schedule.Sampling across state borders is a big area of interest, and one that often disappoints brewers. Unlike in your home state, where tasting room sampling is commonplace, generally interstate sampling is not allowed, or at least severely restricted. You will likely not be able to participate directly, and must manage sampling through your distributors and any retailers they work with. You may be required to have a licensed agent or sales rep accompany any sampling you want to do. And critically, samples must still be reported on and be tax paid like any other sale into a state.



Tied-House Restrictions
Forced separation between different tiers

• Limits what advertising suppliers can provide to retailers
• Restricts provision of “things of value”

• Can include aiding stocking and cleaning lines
• Specific limits vary by state

• Applies to home state sales too!
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But talking of sampling brings up the question of otherwise interacting with the distributors and retailers selling your products in a state. The basic arrangement in alcohol sales is a strict separation between different tiers. At a high level, this restricts ownership schemes where suppliers might try to own retailers or distributors. But further, these restrict most interaction between tiers. A major part of these rules are advertising restrictions, which prohibit you from singling out particular retailers or guiding consumers to any one seller; they even restrict your ability to announce participation in festivals or other events. Again these rules vary state by state, so it’s important to know what is and isn’t allowed across all states you sell in (including your home state). And it’s important to note that rules that apply to print, radio, or TV media also apply to social media. So just because the notice is on your Instagram doesn’t excuse a violation. And it’s possible that a post by one of your fans or consumers on your social media feeds can be imputed to you. So definitely monitor what’s being posted.Tied House rules also restrict the provision of “things of value,” generally limiting you to only providing things of nominal cost, like napkins and coasters. This can also apply to providing certain services, so even in your home state, if you’re self-distributing, be aware that you may not be allowed to help set up kegs or stock cases in a cooler.Again, these are state by state, so keep your eyes open for guidance on what is and isn’t allowed.



Excise Taxes

Governments Rely on Revenue From Alcohol Sales

• Every state imposes its own excise tax on beer
• Based on amount of volume – e.g. $6.00/bbl in TX
• Brewery responsible for Federal and Home State Tax based 

on production
• If selling interstate, often paid by distributor (“first to own”)
• Several states require out of state supplier to pay! 
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Taxes are a huge part of alcohol sales at both the federal and state level. (Fun fact, for many years in the late 1800s, taxes on beer provided around 1/3 of the federal tax revenue.) As a brewery, you are probably well aware of paying taxes on your production to both the TTB and your home state. But your interstate distributions are also taxed by every state you sell into. Generally, this is not something you will need to worry about. Excise taxes are almost always paid by the party “first to own” the beer in the state, meaning your distributor. However, there are a couple exceptions to that rule, such as Wisconsin and Michigan, where you as the out of state beer supplier will be required to fill and remit excise tax on what you distribute there.Excise tax is calucatted from the total volume of product sold, and is supposed to come from the stated price of the product. So for instance, in Texas the tax rate is $6 per barrel – if you sell a barrel for $100 in Texas, then $6 of that $100 is supposed to go to the state. This means it’s important to know the tax rates so you can know the proper valuation of your product.



Shipping Reports

States Review What Has Been Distributed

• Reports must be filed on past sales
• States will cross reference with distributor returns to verify 

tax remittances
• Use state-provided forms, file on time
• Can be simple (total volume) or complex (details of each 

shipments)
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The ancillary to excise taxes are general shipping reports. Almost every state that you ship into will require you to provide follow up reports indicating what all you sold into the state, when, and to whom. This is how the state verifies their tax collections from distributors and generally understands the level of beer sales in their state.These reports range from rather simple, like a single statement on total volume, to more complex, such as thorough summaries of all your invoices in a given period of time.These reports are kind of the last resort for a state in its regulations of you. If you’re failing to provide timely, accurate reports, that’s a clear area where a state can generate reason to go after you.



Direct to Consumer Shipping

Can you avoid the three-tier system?

• Most states do not permit DtC shipping of beer
• Only NE, NH, ND, OH, OR, VT, VA, and DC license it

• Relaxed rules during COVID-19 crisis
• Limited to in-state deliveries
• Temporary permissions
• But will they influence future changes?
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Now, I’d like to take a quick minute and briefly talk about a developing issue for beer, namely the direct-to-consumer shipping of beer. The current COVID-19 crisis has generated a lot of interest in this area as many states have relaxed prohibitions on local breweries selling beer to go, making deliveries to consumers personally, and even using carrier services like FedEx or UPS. Even in good times, though, there is a lot of interesting in avoiding the complexities of a state’s three-tier system. And it is clear that consumers are interested in getting a varied supply of beer.Unfortunately, I have to tell you that generally, direct to consumer shipping of beer is not allowed. The specific service I’m talking about is a DtC shipment of beer, meaning you sell it to a consumer over the internet and then fulfill the order through a service like FedEx or UPS. While a legal DtC shipping market has blossomed in the last couple decades for wine, beer and spirits have largely been left out. Again, a state needs to create specific permissions that enable DtC shipping of beer (as they are an exception to standard three-tier sales), and except for about 8 states, none have done so. The 7 states and D.C. listed here are the only ones that clearly license and permit DtC shipping of beer by in-state and out-of-state breweries. There are some edge cases out there – for instance Alaska doesn’t have clear rules, though where they talk about DtC shipping it is generally limited to wine; and many states if you ask them sub voce will allow in-state manufacturers to make DtC shipments of beer (which is itself unconstitutional). But by and large DtC shipping of beer is not allowed.The COVID-19 relaxations, however, bring a new look to these rules and questions of whether states might relax their restrictions going forward (though I should note these are temporary relaxed rules and when the crisis ends, hopefully soon, they will go away). This will ultimately require statutory amendments, and will likely require breweries to agree to abide by the rules that govern DtC shipping of wine, including licensing, shipping volume limits, expanded tax requirements, and using specific services. But this is not an impossible task, it just requires a change in state laws before it becomes more accepted.Supporting DtC shipping of wine is a key service provided by Sovos ShipCompliant, on which we have a lot more information available on how this works. Breweries interested in knowing more about how DtC shipping works for wine should feel free to reach out to us.



Consequences of 
Non-Compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, that is a lot of information thrown at you suddenly and quickly gone over. I want to reserve some time for questions, but before then, it’s important to quickly go over again why Compliance matters.



Violations 
Can Be 
Costly

• May have to stop distribution
• Loss of time and money
• Limit future expansion

• Difficult distributor relationships
• Distributors may require buy out
• May require litigation to get out

Business Costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major reason that compliance is necessary is because it will cost you money. Getting caught up by delayed licensing or product registrations will mean having to hold off on future sales, which can stymie your distribution plans. It can be quite costly and embarrassing to have your production team, sales department, and everyone else held up because you need another few weeks to get a COLA.That can also severely hamper your future expansion if you’re caught up in managing your compliance needs.Similarly, once you’re in a distribution framework, if you’ve missed something critical earlier when contracting, you can be held up by franchise rules. That can require very expensive litigation to get out of, or paying off your distributor so they’ll let you go. This can cost you much more than whatever you might have gotten from any sales you’ve made in that state. While “franchise rules” may not seem like other types of compliance, they are incredibly important to get ahead of and not allow you to get held up on.



Violations 
Can Be 
Costly

• Fines and monetary penalties
• Can cost many $1,000s

• Suspension or loss of license
• A violation can lose your license
• Violations must be reported, can 

lead to non-renewal
• Loss of one license makes it 

hard to get future licenses

Regulatory Reaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then there’s the government agencies to deal with. If you’re violating their laws, they can issue fines for tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars, they can suspend or even cancel your license requiring you to stop activity. And these violations will compound. You may need to report them to other agencies, which will give them cause to question your ability to abide by rules and as such whether you are a party that should get a new or renewed license. And once you lose that license, you will not be able to continue operating in that same way, resulting in a loss of all the time, money, and effort you’ve put into building your business.This presentation then may not be the happiest one out there, but compliance with federal and state laws is the baseline of being a successful beer producer and distributor. Don’t let ignorance or laziness get you caught up in a detrimental position. So I hope that you’ll at least be aware that these rules are out there so you can be prepared.



Questions

https://www.sovos.com/shipcompliant/

https://www.sovos.com/shipcompliant/
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